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Abstract. We present a platform for prototyping and testing the information
architecture of multifunctional products. A prototyping component supports the
creation of feature outlines and their rendering into clickable prototypes. A user
testing component implements an experimental method for characterizing the
schemata operations involved during first use of multistate interfaces. Genera-
tion of the experimental material is automated via natural language processing
techniques. The platform supports remote type of interface testing and fits well
the needs for agile and data-informed user-centered design.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context

Many software applications require users to navigate an interface comprising features
(e.g., labels, icons) that are grouped into states (i.e., onscreen feature set). Innovative
(or unfamiliar) features can challenge users’ prior knowledge and undermine their
experience, perceived usability [1, 2], and ability to use the application efficiently [3].
From a cognitive standpoint, navigation of user interfaces (UI) involves two broad
knowledge schemata operations [4]: features compatible with prior knowledge are
processed by transfer, while innovative features require users to induce (or abstract)
new knowledge schemata.

While transfer is effortless and supports intuitive use, induction is demanding in
cognitive resources and detrimental to both performance and assimilation. Provided
they can be pinpointed, features whose function requires users to induce new schemata
should either be explained in more detail or designed closer to what users are familiar
with. In these cases, it is essential to refine and constrain feature appearance. In
comparison, features that trigger the transfer of abstract knowledge (viz. schemata) are
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processed at the level of their goal or meaning rather than appearance. Since such
features are intuitive, their processing depends little upon surface detail and appear-
ance, meaning intuitiveness of their use is robust to design change or innovation.

1.2 Schema-Based Screening

Schemata operations involved during first use of a UI can be simultaneously assessed
through manipulation of schema induction (Fig. 1; for further details, see also [4–6].

Drawing upon Mayer [7], this method requires that participants study screenshots
of the UI states, either through reading or induction conditions and then use the
interface according to some “target task scenario”. To elicit reading, participants match
individual word clues to features in the screenshots. To elicit induction, participants
match the screenshots with function clues, which are sentences describing screenshot
feature(s) in terms of their function.

In both matching conditions, participants are shown a clue (word or function),
followed by a screenshot of the UI, and respond “yes” or “no” depending on whether
the clue matches the screenshot. Word and function clues elicit completely different
types of encoding, though, and contrasting their matching amounts to manipulating
schema induction. This manipulation is sensitive to participants’ prior knowledge, and
yields distinct experimental patterns such as [4]:

• a positive induction pattern: observed for features that are new, indicated by the
reading group committing more first-use errors than the induction group,

• a transfer pattern: observed for features that are familiar, or compatible with prior
knowledge, indicated by both groups performing equally well.

The method continues with screening patterns of transfer and induction at the level of
the UI’s states and features. For this purpose, effect sizes (e.g., Cohen’s d, Cliff’s Delta)
are calculated from usage performances exhibited by the reading/induction groups and
a control group, and examined at a desired granularity (state, feature, task). So far, such
a screening has been considered for diagnosing the cognitive causes of usage errors and
informing intuitive use design [5, 6].

Fig. 1. Overview of the schema-based screening method
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2 Transference to the Practice

2.1 Scope and Challenges

Since schema-based screening is based on experimental differences between groups, it
is better suited for interfaces with a broad common-to-innovative spectrum compared to
those with a narrow spectrum. Interfaces of multifunctional systems are thus prime
targets for schema-based screening. As such systems typically provide a diverse
selection of software functionality and service, they are more likely to blend basic
functionalities (e.g., set an alarm) with advanced and potentially innovative ones (e.g.,
set an alarm for a different time zone). This applies to smart phones, infotainment
services, and home automation applications (to name a few).

The main asset of schema-based screening is its programmatic. Being an experi-
mental method, it does not rely on participant opinion – as would a questionnaire or
Likert scale – nor does it require ad hoc judgments on behalf of the practitioners–as
would any formal evaluation and coding approach. Instead, the method requires par-
ticipants to conduct a series of cognitive tasks, including that of using an interface, and
practitioners to perform quantitative analyses. A corollary of being experimental and
quantitative is that schema-based screening is largely automatable. The challenge
resides in its instrumentation. In particular, the experiment and resulting analytics
should be seamless to deploy, especially for those practitioners (i.e., designers, user
researchers, UX specialists) who are not familiar with the experimental principle
underlying schema induction.

With the above considerations in mind, we next discuss existing tools relevant for
reframing schema-based screening into a convenient instrument. Then, we present our
prototype and discuss major components currently under development. After a section
describing user workflow and ongoing evaluation, we conclude by outlining future
developments for our tool.

2.2 Related Work

Various tools are available for design teams to create, analyze, and evaluate UI pro-
totypes. At the very least, such tools offer libraries of graphical widgets that can be
assembled into blueprints or wireframes. For some tools (e.g., Axure), widget behavior
can be simulated by means of hyperlinks or connectors. The result is an interactive
prototype that can be tested by users to determine which aspects would benefit from
redesign in subsequent iterations. There exists a decade-old trend of deploying such
tests online. Contrary to in-lab testing, online user testing is asynchronous and un-
moderated, meaning test participants are not guided by a test moderator during a study–
which saves a great deal of logistical effort. As to whether data collected in unmo-
derated conditions is comparable to data gathered in supervised experimental condi-
tions, comparative studies show a positive cost-efficiency tradeoff in the advantages of
unmoderated testing [8, 9].

Market leaders of remote testing, such as User-Zoom or UserTesting.com, perform
a user evaluation that is mostly qualitative. Insight is taken from thinking-aloud
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protocols and questionnaires. Such an approach holds a number of issues. First, it relies
on expert evaluators for analyzing verbatims and answers. Since video logs must be
inspected frame by frame, a great deal of time is spent in analyzing each participant.
For obvious time and budget reasons, remote user-testing services that adopt a quali-
tative approach scale down the extent to which prototypes can be tested (e.g., variety of
features, number of participants). Second, qualitative testing introduces subjectivity
biases and risks of in fine damage to the natural flow of thoughts. The interruptions
caused by think-aloud protocols, as well as the additional cognitive effort they impose,
can affect performance [10, 11]. Recently, Still et al. [12] found that simply asking
participants to indicate how they would map buttons of a numeric keypad onto
directions sufficed in changing how they used the buttons afterward (and vice versa). In
other words, introspection can affect basic behaviors and may affect more complex
activities as well.

An alternative approach is to automate the analysis of actions made by participants
while using a prototype (for a review, see [13]). Nowadays, such tools better support
agile and iterative development workflows. Data is not curated through someone’s
expertise or appraisal, and emphasis is placed on research-based methodology. The
present work is an effort in this direction: inject an experimental paradigm, namely
schema induction, into a remote user-testing platform. Expected application and plus-
value are the foundation of a design framework that is data-informed, largely auto-
mated, and does not rely on subjective judgments.

3 The URU Platform

URU (which stands for “Unsupervised and Remote User-testing”) is a web-based
platform we developed to:

• interactively create UI prototypes,
• test prototypes on participants, either on-site or remotely,
• automatically generate word and function clues in order to conduct a schema

induction experiment,
• obtain usage metrics,
• screen experimental patterns corresponding to participants’ schemata operations for

any level of the UI.

URU is designed for two types of users: practitioners who prototype UIs, set up tests,
and obtain results; and participants who use UI prototypes following a test procedure.
We now describe the implementation of URU’s main components and system
architecture.

3.1 Implementation and Architecture

URU was developed in Python using the Django web framework, which follows a
Model-View-Controller design pattern. Django handles both authentication and
authorization consisting of users, permissions, participant groupings (e.g.,
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experimental), and password hashing. An SQLite database is used to structure the data
in a way that best reflects all possible queries made by the model. A schema of the
URU data model is shown in Fig. 2.

URU implements Python controllers for converting user requests into proper
database queries and for returning results in a format that can be used by HTML
template files. Communication between server and clients is performed through
Asynchronous Javascript and XML (AJAX) calls, which allow server requests to be
made without refreshing the browser. Before being sent, data is wrapped using Java-
Script Object Notation (JSON). User-friendly implementation of the interface is per-
formed with Bootstrap, which is a mobile front-end framework for designing and
styling websites through bundled HTML, CSS, and Javascript components. Finally,
behavioral data collected among test participants are visualized in-browser using the
Data Driven Documents (D3) library. D3 is a Javascript framework compliant with
HTML, CSS, and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) that is used for rendering data in the
form of scatter plots, networks diagrams, and other graphs.

3.2 Components Details

UI Prototyping. In URU, interface prototypes are specified as collections of features
that are organized into a hierarchy of states. The django-mptt module [14] is used to
maintain the prototype as a hierarchical tree data structure. This package employs a
Modified Preorder Tree Traversal (MPTT) technique for storing hierarchical data in a
relational database and efficiently retrieving sub-tree and node paths. AJAX calls
handle and store changes to the MPTT as they are made by the practitioner. Individual
features correspond to tree nodes that are specified by a label (string), unique identi-
fication number, parent (unique ID of another node), and optional comment (string).
Commenting is not only a prescribed practice during development of software appli-
cations, but in this case practitioner comments provide additional context for generation
of function clues (described in Sect. 3.3). The entire interface is specified as a tree with

Fig. 2. Database schema employed by URU
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unique name, identifier, and root node (level 0). While this first node is not displayed,
its children serve to define the uppermost menu (e.g., “home” menu) of the tree. Thus,
each UI forms a separate data tree with its root node identified by the UI id.

When the practitioner selects a “skin” (a.k.a. look and feel), the data tree structure is
passed to the browser in order to be rendered as a navigable, interactive prototype. For
each element in the tree, jQuery is used to create an HTML DOM object with the
appropriate feature label given at tree creation time. jQuery then inserts that object into
the document with the appropriate children. Simple settings are used to control visi-
bility of graphical elements at any given time, while appearance is determined through
CSS styles applied to the elements. Hence, changing these CSS styles alters the look
and feel, but neither the names of the features nor their relative positions in the
hierarchy change. With this implementation, practitioners may easily create informa-
tion architectures with a specific layout (e.g., website, mobile app, onboard computer)
and fidelity (e.g., wireframe, hi-fi visual) of their choice.

Schema Induction Components. Schema induction consists in comparing usage
performances for a group that studied each state under word-matching conditions, as
well as under function-matching conditions, to the performances of a control group. For
both conditions, state studying is administered by making each group compare every
state in the prototype to either matching or mismatching clues. While word clues are
merely words, function clues are sentences describing the relationship between two
state features in terms of a concrete and familiar task. Thus, manipulation of schema
induction requires four types of clues that can be derived from the prototype: word and
function clues, either of which can match or mismatch the prototype’s states. Although
simple to do, the generation of word clues can be time-consuming, especially for
prototypes having many states. In addition, function clues require an effort from the
practitioner to explain and reformulate the features so as to prevent duplication of any
word in the state from occurring. Since this endeavor would typically require the use of
a thesaurus and/or technical dictionary, we propose a method (described below) for
automating this process using Natural Language Processing techniques.

In URU, a clue-generating component is used to tokenize node labels and comments
and tag them for part of speech (POS) using the Stanford POS-tagger [15]. Word clues
are generated by first removing common words such as the, a, to, etc. Matching word
clues are obtained by randomly selecting one remaining word per state. Mismatching
word clues are obtained by first generating semantically proximate words for each
feature label across the prototype. This is accomplished using WordNet [16], which is a
lexical database that groups English words into “synsets,” i.e., word relationships such
as hyponym, hypernym, etc. Any word not matching a feature in the given state is
selected at random from all synsets. Thus, URU randomly generates matching and non-
matching word clues consistent with the prototype’s domain for each participant.

Currently, our method for generating function clues draws upon an approach by
Khosmood [17] for achieving natural-sounding paraphrasing. The method applies POS
tags to each word in the comment in order to generate grammatically consistent syn-
onyms. This is accomplished by selecting synonyms from WordNet and ConceptNet
[18] with the smallest JCN distance [19], namely closest semantic distance according to
information content of the Brown corpus. Word co-occurrences in each paraphrase are
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calculated using Microsoft’s Web N-gram dataset of bi-grams and tri-grams [20].
Practitioners may then select the most convincing paraphrase or edit its formulation.
While this process still requires some supervision, the burden of consulting dictionaries
and creating alternate phrasings is greatly reduced for the practitioner.

After displaying an instruction page to the participant, a clue-matching component
alternately displays each valid clue-state pair in random order. For each state, partic-
ipants select a button labeled “Yes” or “No” to indicate whether the clue is matched.
The clue generation and clue-matching components are still in the process of being
integrated into URU’s data model.

Data Collection and Analytics. To fully capture user performances with an interface
prototype, URU records and stores each tree node that was clicked along with a
corresponding timestamp. Essentially, each click on a feature creates a new object that
stores the id of the node selected, as well as direction of navigation (to account for back
clicks), and time between the last click. These objects are added to an array encap-
sulating the entire user interaction with the prototype. Click data is stored in the
database and can be later be queried by node, feature, task, user, and experimental
group. Raw click counts, timestamps, and basic statistical measures such as the mean,
standard deviation, and pooled standard deviation between groups can be generated for
any of these granularity levels. Results may also be sorted by demographic attributes of
interest, and resulting patterns can be visualized with D3.

3.3 Workflow

Figure 3 illustrates the workflow for URU from the viewpoint of practitioners and test
participants.

Upon account creation, a practitioner may either select an existing prototype or
specify a new feature outline. In either case, features and menus are added/edited
interactively in outline format through basic controls (Fig. 3.a):

• click a line to edit it,
• use right-click contextual buttons or keyboard shortcuts to add, modify, indent, or

delete a line at any location,
• reorganize parts of the outline through drag-and-drop,
• select which features are targets of the task scenarios later completed by test

participants.

The underlying data model is updated in real time, meaning that changes made to the
feature outline are automatically stored. As illustrated in Fig. 3.b, once the menus and
features of an interface have been defined, the practitioner selects a skin of choice.
Should the practitioner intend to screen the interface in terms of schemata operation,
URU automatically reads the data tree for label extraction and generates two lists of
clues for the practitioner to check and edit. Once a prototype has been created and
experimental details have been set, a test session URL can be sent to participants for
logging in and performing the study. Since URU can be hosted online, test participants
may log in at a time and location of their convenience and complete tests typically
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consisting of instructions, questionnaires (e.g., demographics, opinion surveys), word/
function matching trials, and the interactive prototype to use following a predefined
task scenario.

For word/function matching, which is the stage at which participants’ schemata are
manipulated, prototype states are paired with their corresponding word/function clues
and displayed in random sequential order. Participants click on “Yes” or “No”,
depending whether the clue matches a feature on the screen, and the answer is recorded
for later analysis. Assignment of experimental group is systematically rotated for each
new participant in order to ensure equal subjects per group. At the time of using the UI
prototype, participants read the goal of each target task and then attempt to perform
them one after the other. Click data is stored and results may be analyzed afterward by
group, task, demographics, etc.

URU currently provides effect size calculations so that practitioners may screen the
experimental patterns discussed in Sect. 1.2 and shown Fig. 3.c. Screening may be
made in an analytic fashion, i.e. at different granularities of an interface’s states and
features. States or features with large effect sizes indicate greater impact on participant
performances from the experimental conditions relative to the control. A positive effect
from the reading condition (viz. word matching) suggests that states/features required
schema amendment, a moderately controlled and demanding cognitive operation.
A positive effect from the induction condition indicates that states/features were pro-
cessed by schema induction, an operation that is highly demanding in cognitive
resources. The screening of states and features with small effect sizes is conditional
upon overall performance. Equally good performances indicate that states/features
yielded transfer (automatic), while equally poor performances indicate point states/
features that yield inoperative induction (highly demanding). The rationale and sen-
sitivity of this screening requires additional research, which we plan to conduct with
URU and translate into precise guidelines for practitioners that can be embedded
directly into URU’s analytics component.

Fig. 3. The URU workflow. In (a), we show an example tree specification. In (b), this tree is
rendered into an actionable prototype. Each feature of this prototype corresponds to the node of a
tree, and an entire state (collection of child nodes) is labeled by its parent node (Assistant). In this
case, the prototype is rendered as onboard computer wireframe. In (c), we show a scatter plot of
effect sizes between a control, reading, and induction group for each feature of the tree.
Contextual information, such as node statistics, label, and comment, are displayed upon
mouseover.
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4 Discussion and Outlook

In this paper, we propose a platform for screening schemata operations during the
design cycle of innovative and multifunction interfaces. With URU, the prototyping
and testing of complex information architectures is largely automated and easy to carry
out. As it supports manipulation of participants’ cognition in an experimental manner
(viz. schema induction paradigm), URU goes beyond existing remote and/or unmo-
derated testing solutions. As discussed in Fischer et al. [4], HCI and UX practitioners
have largely disregarded experimental paradigms from cognitive psychology for being
time-consuming and difficult to transpose. On the contrary, we believe the mechanical
manner in which many of these paradigms function make them readily automatable,
and transposition is merely an issue of applied research. Hopefully, URU brings
highlights the fact that experimental logic and quantitative analytics can supplant
practitioner (or participant) subjectivity. In terms of man-hours, the workflow we
propose is very effective and will lead design teams to test more participants than they
could with qualitative user testing, all while working with data that is more quantitative
and reliable.

Future developments for URU are three-fold: widened participant outreach, custom
skinning capabilities, and improved analytics components. Participant outreach will
consist in wiring URU to work marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
service. While this grants access to a larger pool of participants and demographics [21],
a proper means for controlling the quality of participants’ contributions would be
required. Custom skinning will be provided by a UI-rendering framework, allowing
practitioners (e.g., graphic designers) to develop plug-ins and render their own skins
through user-defined JavaScript and CSS files. A set of access methods would allow
plug-ins to record participants’ clicks as they navigate the custom interface and store
the results for later analytics. Thus, developers will have more control in the way a
given feature collection is prototyped. We also plan to improve URU’s analytics
through the addition of reporting and design recommendation capabilities. In the
meantime, URU will serve research purposes, such as leveraging Natural Language
Processing tasks for generation of material, and expanding the construct validity and
sensitivity of schema induction as a means for schemata operations.
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